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A Quick Refresher
The Journey to Peer Parent Support

Becoming 
Defined by the 

Situation

Recognize that 
you’re part of a 

system

Growing 
Realization that 

you have to 
activate for your 

family

Understanding 
the meaning 
behind your 
experience

Commit to help 
others through 
your personal 

experience

Patricia Miles



The Parent’s Journey:  Knowing and 
Seeing the Meaning of Your Experience

• Recognize that their experience has 
a meaning

• See that your journey has had 
struggle but also triumph

• Reshape the way you value yourself 
and your experience

• Find ways to help your family with 
that meaning



Chart Your Journey to Peer Parent Support

What Was Your First 
Realization?

Who Entered Your 
Situation First?

What Did They Say 
or Do?

What conclusions 
did you draw about 

the situation?  
Yourself? The 

World?

• Use the Journey Wheel to consider 
where you first started with peer 
parent support

• In the first quadrant write down 
your first realization?

• In the second identify who or what 
entered your situation first?

• Next identify what they did or said?  

• Finally identify what conclusions 
you drew about the situation?  
About yourself and the world?



Making Meaning

• Meaning Making from Adversity

–Happens in all families

–Occurs on three levels

• About the event or situation

• About self

• About the world

– Important factors in building

• Resiliency



Meaning Making and the Parent Journey 

• Return to a journey wheel that 
describes how you are today?

• Identify how you are thinking 
about things now versus when 
your journey started?

• Identify who or what has 
impacted your initial 
conclusions?

• Be prepared to discuss how 
those changes have impacted 
your meaning about the situation 
& prepared you for peer parent 
support work.  

Identify how you 
thought about your 
situation in coming 

to this training?

Identify one person 
or thing that has 
impacted your 

current conclusion?

Describe how that 
person or event 

happened?

How has that 
changed your 

conclusions about 
the situation?  
Yourself? The 

World?



Patricia Miles Parent Partner Boot Camp

Basic Values and Assumptions

• Big behavior comes from unmet need
– If you understand & address the need you can help with the behavior

• All behavior tells us something
– Paying attention to what is done as well as what is said

• Isolation is often the root cause of bad behavior
– Loneliness is the biggest handicapping condition

• Just because you get a service doesn’t mean your need is met
– Staying busy doing doesn’t mean staying busy helping

• Big behavior causes us to overlook needs and react or attempt 
to contain the behavior…..



Meaning Making, Underlying Need & 
Community Based Services

• Big Behaviors cause conclusions

– Persecutor, Victim, Bully, Other

• Big behaviors cause reactions

– Control & containment rather than reflect and respond

• Big Behaviors cause misunderstanding

– Focus on behavior without understanding the underlying cause

Patricia Miles Parent Partner Boot Camp



Clarifying Need
• Need has many meanings

– Something  wanted 
• I really want my child to get into that program that could help him

– Something lacking
• My son needs help and can’t get it

– Something required 
• My son needs to do community service but his disability and 

behavior is keeping him out of the program that most kids use

– Something sought 
• I need help understanding why my son does the things he does so I 

can be a better parent

– A hole in our hearts 
• Ever since his sister died, my son has grown more angry and violent 

with us and the people at school

Patricia Miles Parent Partner Boot Camp



Needs & Meaning Making

• A needs focus leads to insight
– Allows parent to reflect on their own story
– Helps create a different meaning about their situation

• Insight leads to confidence
– Rather than being defined by the situation
– Able to something about the situation

• Confidence leads to ability to try new things creating a 
sense of competence
– Knowing what to do and;
– When to do it

• Competence, Confidence and New Meaning leads to 
empowerment
– parent able to take control over their family story and situation.  



Practice Time

• Trainers will walk you through an opportunity to consider 
a situation from your own life



QUESTIONS?????


